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New Products, Outdoor Adventure

American Road 
Trip - 1000 Piece 
Puzzle
All puzzles from True 
South Puzzle Company are 
designed by artists from 
Nashville Tennessee. Made out of recycled materials 
in the USA. The back of the puzzle box provides a 
description and highlights about the park featured. 
Dimensions are 20" x 27". Minimum order of 12. 

Item # Media Type SRP

TSP129780M Activity Sets/Games $24.00

Chasing Light: An 
Exploration of the 
American 
Landscape - 
Release Date: June 
2017
Chasing Light is a testament to the beauty and wonder 
of our national parks. It is also the story of 
photographer Frank Lee Ruggles. Frank has traveled 
to all 50 states, hiked over 15,000 miles, venturing off 
the grid, disappearing into pristine wilderness for days 
at a time, capturing the unseen wonder of America...

Item # Media Type SRP

FWT283680H Books $49.95

How to Die in the 
Outdoors: 150 Wild 
Ways to Perish
Simply by living a normal 
life, you have an excellent 
chance of becoming yet 
another statistic on the list 
of leading causes of 
death. But Buck Tilton 
prefers to ponder the 
alternatives. In How to Die 
in the Outdoors, he presents 150 more interesting and 
unique ways to perish, from snake bite, elephant foot,...

Item # Media Type SRP

NBN302783S Books $16.95

National Parks 
Patches - 500 Piece 
Puzzle
All puzzles from True 
South Puzzle Company are 
designed by artists from 
Nashville Tennessee. Made out of recycled materials 
in the USA. The back of the puzzle box provides a 
description and highlights about the park featured. 
Dimensions are 18" x 24". Minimum order of 12. 

Item # Media Type SRP

TSP129770M Activity Sets/Games $24.00

Nature: Yosemite
Join scientists, experts, 
and adventurers as they 
trudge through mountains 
of snow, climb trees as tall 
as buildings, and soar high 
in the air to spy just how 
these global changes are 
affecting one of America's 
greatest wildernesses.

Item # Media Type SRP

PBS703209X Videos $24.99

The Handy Box of 
Knots
All the ins and outs of knot 
tying—in one convenient 
kit! Whether you're fishing, 
boating, camping, or 
simply need to secure a 
bundle of magazines, a 
little practical knowledge 
about knots goes a long 
way. 

Item # Media Type SRP

STP516157M Activity Sets/Games $9.95
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